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Law Review Chooses New Staff Election Results
Mandatory Fee Approved

by Jed Wolkenbn,it

Since the publication of its
first edition in the spring of
1951, the Buffalo Law Review
has tried to produce a
publication that is geared to
the needs of both the legal
sc holar and the practicioner.
Throughout twenty years of
publication , the s taff has
attempted to solicit professional
articles that present new and
sti'mulating approaches to
dirficult legal problems and to
produce student work that
renects sc;holarship and thought.

By a three to 'two majorily , in the referendum held last
Friday by the Student Bar Association, lhe student body voted
in favor of retaining the present system of mandatory student
activity . fees . In the same election, tw o amendments to the
SBA Constitution were overwhelmingly approved. Also on the
ballot were candidates for Directorships in all three classes.
Winners there were: Senior class, Judy Ittig; Freshman class,
William Buscaglia; and in the Junior class a tie between Lee
Ginsburg and Mike Montgomery .
•

The most important issue on the ballot was ilie
referendum concerning the student activity fee s. The purpose of
· the referendum was to sample student opinion so that the
Board of Directors of the SBA could decide whether to
continue the present system of mandatory fees or change to a
Looking forward to Volume
voluntary system. If there was a clear mandate of the student
2 I , new 1 y .a pp o int e d
body toward either system the Board would probably feel
Editor-in-chief, Bernard M.
itself bound to favor that system . If, however , the result s were
Brodsky stresses that he will
inconclusive , the d,ecision would lie with the Board , which
New Law Reriew Staff - 1eated"le/t to right: Wa"en Ro1enbaum: seems to be divided on the issue .
try to make quality the theme
of the Review. ..It is not our John Spitzmil/er, John Ark, Editor-in-chief Bernard Brodsky, Standing
The results of the referendum , 150 for the present system,
intention," says Brodsky, .. to left to right: Paul Battaglia, Arthur Dob1on, Clarence Sundrum,
I 00 for the ,voluntary system, and two with no opinion,
develop a voluminous Norman LeB/anc.
indicate
a clea r majority favor the present system. In addition,
procedure
for
the
selection
of
Ro
se
nbaum,
Ass
't
Managing
collection, but rather to try,
within our ability, to make a Editor; Norman LeBlanc and candidates is determined by the of those voting for the present system , 9 called for increased
fees,
106
for i.he present level of fees, and 28 for decreased
staff.
Editor-in-chief
Brodsky
significant contribution to the Clarence Sundram , Article
fees. It remains to be seen how the Board will interpret the
national legal community." Editors; and John Spitsmiller says that this will be the first
results.
·
Although Buffalo I.Aw fleview an'd Art Dobson, Note and order of business for the new
board and that he will shortly
·
is the only review of a law Commen l Editors.
The two Constitutional Amendments that were approved
announce the . method of concern: I) allowing the Board of Directors to meet on any
school in the S.U.N.Y. system,
the staff has always refrained
Other members of the staff selection for the candidates for
day of the week instead of requiring that the meeting be held
from specializing in local or· include: Roger Burlingame, Volume 21.
on Friday; and 2) making it possible for an officer of the
The criteria of a good Board to be recalled and setting out procedures for such.
state matters. Brodsky said, Peter Insero, James Kelly ,
The Senior class elected Judy lttig for its rePresentative
"An effort has been made to Howard Levine, John review is its usefulness to its
maintain a national scope to Quackenbush, Robert Weill, Jed r eaders . From the very first for the remainder of the year. She received 38 of 41 votes.
In the Freshman class William Buscaglia collected 55 of
our work that is within the Wolk:enbreit, and Richard Woll. article ever published, " Res
Jpsa Loquitor .Vindicated" by
limits of the financial resources
111 votes . cast to easily beat his nearest opponent Earl Carrel
In addition to the Louis Jaffe (then Professor of who polled 35 votes. The balloting was marked by much
at our dispo5'l. Our position,
however , makes it "' important contribution that the Review Adminstrative Law at Harvard apparent hero worship. Included in the list of those name s
that we remain sensitive to the makes within the legal and later Dean of the Buffalo written in on the ballot were William F. Buckley , Richard
legal problems of the region community. it is a significant Law School), to the present Nixon, Bob Portney , and receiving two votes, Zalman King
and that we pay adequate part of the education of its time, usefulness has been the (Arron Silverman).
The two leaders in the Junior class election for
attention to the legal members. Candidates are chosen prill\e goal of the membc;..,,
developments within the state." each year from the Freshman The many re'quests for reprints • representative battled to a 35-35 tie which will be decided in
Beginning their one year class based on their ability as of articles and the numerous a run-off election. In addition, Carl Darnell received 16 votes.
A total of 258 persons voted in the election which is
term of office with the reflected both by their citations in law texts and legal
Editor-in-chief are: John Ark, performance in class and by articles are an indication of approximately fifty percent of the student body . By class there
were 51 Seniors, 96 Juniors, and 111 Freshmen.
Managing Editor; W.arren their writing skill. Specific their success.

Thank You, Alumni
The staff of the Opinion would like to sincerely thank the
members of the Law. Alumni Association for, their contribution which
will make possible the mailing of the Opinion to all of their members.
It is our hope that through this effort greater communication m11y
· open between the alumni and students at the Buffalo Law School. Any
member wishing to express his opinion may write the Opinion, 77
West Eagle St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14202.

Two students from the SUNY
at Buffalo Law School have won
the top award at a moot court
competition held in Detroit.

these issues will be as follows:

The students, Leonard
Berkowitz of 61 Wilbury Pl., and
Richard Evans of 2715 Eggert
Rd., Ton a wanda, received a
trophy as the victorious team in
the fourth annual Niagara
International Moot Court
Competition, hosted by the
Wayne State University Law
School in Detroit.

Joseph ,Mattina-C~unty Court
Judge
Mr . Paul Birzon, Local
Practitioner and Instructor
Mr. Willard Myers, Defender of
the ROTC 19.
Representative of the District
Attorney Office and a
repre se ntative of the police
department.

Other participants included
teams from Western Ontario Law
School (London, Ont.), Osgood•
Hall (Toronto), and the University
of Detroit Law School.
The competition involved a
fictitious collision between an
American yacht and a Canadian
merchant vessel, · which were
sailing in the Detroit River . Mr.
Evans and Mr. Be rkowitz

P.A.D.Announc~s
Symposium
On Tuesday, March 23, 1971 ,
at 7:00 p.m. in Norton
Conference Theatre on Main
Street campus, Phi Alpha Delta
Fraternity will be holding its
annual Legal Symposium. The
topic this year will be Civil Rights
ari.d Law enforcement , in
particular First Amendment
Rights and Demonstrations and
Bail Preventive Detention .
Members of the panel discussing

Moot Court Wins
in Detroit
represented the owner of the States.
Mr. Evans and Mr. Berkowitz
fictitious American yacht, who
sued the Canadian government for · are juniors at the law school and
damages and appealed ttie case to · members of the Moot Court
the Suon,mo Court of Ibo United · Board..,.. _____

Winning Team- of Leonard &rkowitz (left} Richard Ewin, and
somber friend.
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HD ... HD. •• WhatAre You?

Editorial
Screwed Again!

-----

The Board of Trustees of th e Sta te University of New
Yo rk have proposed 3 tu ition in crease for th~ comim!
academic year of 50% o r S400 fo r Pro fessional schools.
belie\'t' tha t this in crease is unwarranted and unjust.
The fac t is that law students pay the most tuit ion with
the least am ount of scho larship aid . Because o f their rating
as --Professiona1•· studen ts on th e tuition scale . students at
the Law School presentl y pay S200 m ore a year than
Grad uate students in the Universit)' system . After the
inc rease nex t yea r. we will be paying S400 more than other
Gradua te students. To make matters worse we are the only
gradua te area which receives no scholarship aid from the
sta te (Medi ca l and Dental students. the other porfessional
a r ea. r ece ive s p ec ia l R egents Scholarships worth
S350-S I .000 each year) . We also have no equivilen t to the
other fin ancial aids such as teaching assistantships. grants,

W
;

t' l C.

As a furth e r irrita nt to Buffalo Law School students, the
tuitio n increase is necessary to Pay for constructio n of new
buildings. With the Law School presentl y occupying possibly
the most decrepit and over-extended se t o f buildings in the
St ate Universit y system . it seems manifestly unfa ir to require
the present students to pay for a luxurious facility that they
will neve r see .
The most serious objection to the tuition increase,
however, is its e ffect on the - financial situation of the
students. Man y o f the present students chose U.B. Law
School mainl y because th ey could not afford to attend other
private law schools. The effect on these students could be
very se ri o us. Many m~ y be forced to drop out. Some will
attempt full or part-time employment to the detriment of
their study . Others will be forced to take out heavy bank

There has bee n a good deal of dark muttering
around the law school in the days following th e
periodic release of examination grades. While som e
o f the complaints have dealt with the wide varian ce
in the waiting period s (during which a number of us
rem ain tran sfi xed under a swo rd of Damocles) , that
area is no t the subject of this epistle. Rather, I
propose 10 deal with this curiou s phenomena - th e
HD - which has sprung up , Minervalike, to
confou nd the ex isting confusio n in the grading
sys tem.
When the new grading system was announced , it
was the und erstanding of most o bservers that there
would be o nly three grade classificatig ns - H, Q , and
U. No mention was made of the HD although this
classificatio n may have bee n a distant gleam in th e
eye o f an occasional optimistic professor who
fo resaw the day when a brilliant student would so
thoroughly dazzle him (the prof.) with his (th e
student's) mental agility that granting a mere H in
respon se would appear churlish.
A quick glance at the bulle tin boards where th e
grades are posted (on vari-colored cards) lead s to on e
of two conclusions: either we are blessed with more
th an our sh are of future Cardozo's and Frankfurter's
or someone has screwed up the grading syste m!

The increase will also endanger programs to bring
lqwer-income and minority students into the Law School.
This is esp·ecially true at present when many of the programs
are straining to meet present costs.
It is, therefore, imperative that the tuition increase for
the Law School be reconsidered and reduced. It is time that
we law students stopped getting the short end of the stick
and the long end of the expenses.

Random convcr11alions with some professors
unhappily . point to the latte r co nclusion . Whil~
some professors in sist that there are only three
grades , o thers, as evid ehced by the number and
frequency of HD 's uward ed , obviously believe
otherwise.
This raises an interes ting situation : to one who
is totally unfamiliar with the subtle intrica cies of the
grading system , it would appear that either all th e
brilliant ,hind s fl ock, lik e the proverbial birds of a
fea ther, into a few selec t i;ourses or that certain
courses ar~ so poo rly taught (or poorly learned) that
non e of th e stud ents therein rise above the level of
mediocrity represented by an H . While the latter
alternative is unfortunately true in some cases, there
is no necessary or logical relationship between th e
manner in which a particular course is taught (or
learned) and the p_oticy decision to use three grade
classifications.
In the interests of uniformity , the faculty ought
to re-evaluate the present mess created by a varied
grading policy . If the result of the re-evaluation is to
legitimize the HD, then perhaps the Grading
Committee should consider reverting to the A,B,C
system.

C.J.S .

Letters To The Editor
To Th e Editor:

I would like to commend , and
thank , you and your staff for
your inia tive and foresight in
se nding out The Opinion to
alumni of Buffalo Law School. As
a re cent graduate, now working in
Wa shington , D. C. for the
Interstate Commerce Commission ,
I find your paper an interesting up
date of current happenings at
Buffalo. I enjoy reading of recent
activities and events of groups and
proj ects that I , not ·long ago , was
part of. Thank you , aitd good luck
·in your end eavor.

the new syste m. Differences
among professors are to be
expected no matter what system
is used There may be evidence
that th; professors are not af all
sure what the various symbols are
supposed to indicate, however ,
particularly where one course may
result in 5 H.D's 40 H's and no
U's while in another cour;e 24 U's
and 8 H's, only will be
forthcoming. Last school year
H.D.'s were as rare Picasso's in the
Sistine Chapel · this year they were
not at all' uncommon
Is
everybody smarter this yea~, or
did the faculty just discover that
the grade existed?

the grade of HD-H-Q-U- are
to be handed out like A B C F
If

why not admit it, and use that
letter grade system, a system
whose criteria are familiar to
student fa culty, employer alike.
The c urrent methods are
appa~~ntly not b~ing used as ~he
modified pass-fail ~yste~ which
many of us had believed 1.t to be.
If some professors continue to
treat it as such, and others treat it
as a modified standard Jetter-grade
system, man~ studen.ts will suffer.
Stu~ent. mput . in such an
e x amrnalJon might well be
accomplished wit!} a carefully
prepared opinion poll issued at
the next SBA election .
Mike Montiomery

Sincerely yours,

GRANT US O' F(f)ACULTY , A READING WEEK

loans.

Mandatory Fees Are Necessary

March 19, 1971
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Ernest J. Norman

relieved, and much good could
be accomplished if this two
day period were extended into
Final examinations are just a seven day peririd. This is
The present H-Q-U system of
about two months away, and what is meant by the term,
grading, coupled with the many students are beginning " ~eading Week", seven days
abolition of the class ranking
to experience the reality of between the last formal class
system, were instituted at this
·that well-worn legal maxim, and the first final examination.
school for the first time during
"somebody
(the
victim)
is Seven
days
in
which
to
the 1969-70 school year. A novel going to get it in the ass J . ,.
prepare
academically
and
arrangement for law schools
would
b~ a
Naturally, some tension is psychologically
traditionally known for high
both unavoidable and necessary boon to everyone. A petition
• degrees of competitiveness among
during examination week. But · for
a
Reading Week was
students, it was a radical
is the trauma of having to signed by over one hundred
departure from the old system of take one's first final only two fifty
students at the law
numerical ranking. It was
days after the last formal class school; there is no doubt
admittedly something of an
student
support. · A
either inevitable or necessary'? about
experiment. Three semesters,
Does it result in students modification of the present
almost four have passed since the learning more? Does it result calander by a Reading Week
inception of this experiment.
in a mOre accurate evaluation would certainly be in the best
Should not the new method of
of what students have learned'? interests of the student body .
grade evaluation be itself subject Does
it
result
in
better And , if properly implemented ,
to a mo re than cursory relations between faculty and
a Reading Week could be one
reevaluation and examination, as Faculty?
of those few changes which
all good experiments are'? If it is
student, and
Under the present calender benefit
every
found that the H-Q-U system is
for Spring Semester,
1971, could cause harm to none.
not working as well as it might ,
some students will have only
waiting for students to feel
two days · between their last I. Katz, " A Psycho-Analytic
sufficiently damaged as to ·
at
Conspiracy," · 20
class and their first exam. Peek
complain would be both
Much
tension
could
be Buffalo L.R. 239, 241.
iniquitous and inequitable, surely

Class of 1970

To The Editor:

by Alan Minsker

The stude n t bod)' ,howed a knowing appreciation of the
value o f mandatory student activity fees Friday when it
voted in fa vo r of retaining them by a three,to-two majority .
The student Ofl!ilniz.ations and programs in the Law
.S chool presently fa ce enough obstacles to overcome with
hard courses of study and student apathy without adding the
terrific burden of collecting funds with which to operate.
Admittedly, some students do not participate in student
organizations and therefore, they believe, receive no benefit a bad thing to say of a law school.
Involved in such a reevaluation
from their fees . This, of course, is not true. The Opinion, th·e
might be not only an examination
~19,1971
Moot Court Program , the PAD legal symposium, the of the students' reaction to and Vol. 11, No. 6
Editor-in-Chief . . . .. . . . , . ..... .. .. . . . .John R. Samuelson
speaker's program, to name but a few of the organizations treatment under it, but the
Assistant Editors . .. . .. .. .. . • ... .. . . . .. . ..George Riedel
reaction of that part of the
funded, increase the value of the U.B. law school degree by community teleologically
Business Manager . . .... . ... . ......... . Maf:o'/!e~~
enhancing its reputation, and therefore benefit all students important to us; the prospective
even if they never join an organization or even glance at The . employers in the area who may
Staff: Mike Montgomery, Jeff Spencer, Alan Snyder
find it easier to judge the quality
Opinion. The benefits enjoyed by those . participating, of of a prospective associate better if
Contributon: _Bob Penny, Clarence Sundrum, Richard Rasche,
he
finished
49th
out
of
207
with
·
course; are obvious. The student activity fee can be, and is to
Richard Weinberg, Alan Minsker, , Jed Welkenbreit.
an average of 79, rather than a
Ph~topaphy: Samuel Fried, Samuel Newman .
many students, the best investment of their Jaw school man or woman who thought they
did pretty well , having straight Q's
career.<.
The Opinion i.r published every other week except for
(whatever they are), but have
vacation, during the academic year. It is th, 1tudent new1poper
little buiJ-. with which to compm

THE

OPINION

:C,":::;

them,elves to the rest of their
class.
Another consideration mi&ht
be how the profeaon are using

of the State Univeriity of New York at Buffalo School of Law
77 Wm Eagle Streu, Buffalo, New York, 1i202. The Oplnlo~
u a non~profit o,roniration. Tltlrd cla.r, po1tqe entered at
Buffalo, New York.
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A View From A Casual Observer
by Richard Weinberg

As a substitute to the Student Committee on
faculty meetings I had an opportunity to observe the
inner workings of a faculty meeting on the night of
February eleven. The only order of business was the
recommendations for faculty appointment to be
made to President Ketter for his approval. The
meeting was called unexpectedly, thus I filled in for
student members not informed of its taking place
that evening.
The meeting was called for five o'clock which
should have signified to me that I eat before
attending but instead I hoped for an early ending
and a not too late dinner downtow n. As it turned
out my expec tations were ill-founded as the meeting
rolled on and on.
Each faculty member and student attending was
given a book.let containing resumes and letters of
recommendations regarding each of tt1 e four
candidates for appointment. For many of the faculty
and all students th.is was the first time such
extraneous information was made available. Thus the
student representatives were unable to research each
applicant's background .
The meeting progressed with questions and
discussions by the faculty concerning each
applicant's
publishing
record ,
educational
background, experience, and general analytical
thinking ability. (Prof. Katz was the chief expert on
analytical and inteUectual prowess.) Significantly ICft
out of the discussion and see mingly of consideration

were the applicants' teaching ability, teaching
background and his utility in fitting in with the
present and future needs of the U.B. Law School.
There was no correlation attempted between the
needs of the school in a particular field and the
applicant's expertise.
To a casual observer this undertaking assumes
the aura of bad drama due to lack of direction or
overall purpose. By this time I was angry and
frustrated at the meeting's lack•luster performance.
Filled with hunger pains, as this show had already
lasted two and a half hours, I dared to ask for the
floor. Upon receiving recognition I reminded those
in attendance that te-aching ability is an important
facet of an appointtee's background. It is not
enough, I held , to look solely at one's list of
publishing records, and the faculty should look at
the candidates from the viewpoint of students who
attend each class.
I relinquished the floor gracefuUy and slid back
into my chair to see how long it would take the
meeting to fully ignore my impassioned ple as and,
hopefully , not too elegant speech.

It was getting into the evening and my stoma ch
sounded like a boiler in need of emergency repair. As
I left the meeting prematurely the faculty was
arguing over what procedure of voting should be
used in listing the candidates in order of priority . As
I headed to Ace's Steak Pit for emergency relief I
wondered if my presence was worth it all.

'President's
Corner
SBA REORGANIZATION

by Bob Penny

Based on what may be termed
ineffective activity it has become
painfully apparent that the SBA
In the past I have been accused must improve its legislative
of editorializing, in fact, using this capability. To this end I propose
column to express my ow n I. that the Board of Directors be
opinions. My contratulations to divided into b ~ termanent and
those astute students who noticed ad hoc comm· ees, 2. all matters
this, they are exactly correct. be referred o com mittee for
Now for more opinions . .I think committee reco mmendati on 3.
the student body is closer than matters no t be placed on the
ever before to having a full time agenda
until
committee
placement director. The new Dean consid eration, and ·4_ those
has assured me that he will use matte rs,
pending
committee
one admi nistrative line for this action, are not to be placed on the
purpose. It is esse ntial that the floor fo r discussion unless a
placement fun ctio n be fulfilled in majority of Directors present and
a vigorous manner. A new law voting urge the chair for ea rly
school edifice is not the only consi deration. Committees to be
include
Budget
required element for improving es tablished
Co ns titu tion ,
stature of this law sc hool. An Legislative ,
Election,
Social,
Student-Faculty
active alumni is also important,
and placement is one way to Relatio ns and Grievance.
-3 0improve alumni•student relations.

PLACEMENT

Concerped About Environmental Pollution? Sue!
By JOHN HAMER

College Press Service
Ever heard of Qui Tam?
No, you can't gCt it at a
Chinese restaurant. And it's not
a village in South Vietnam .
'Q ui Tam is a venerable old
legal principal which allows
you, the individual citizen, to
file suit in the name of the
government against people who
break certain laws, and then
collect half of the fine for a
conviction .
The idea has been getting a
lot of attention lately coupled
with another crusty old law
called the Refuse Acl of 1899,
which forbids anyone or any
·group from throwing po!Jutants
into any navigable waters in
the United States without a
permit.
•'Navigable waters" are
defined as rivers, lakes, streams,
or their tributaries sufficient to
fl oat a boat or log at h.igh
water.
Permits are issued by the U.
S. Army .Corps of Engineers,
but since the Corps has
tradition aUy concerned Hself
chiefly with dredging, filling,
and construction, relatively few
permits have ever been issued.
And those who hav~ them
(mostly industries) often violate
permit provisions by dumping
untreated discharges into the
water.
What all thlS means is that
now you can proceed directly
to your local _neighborhood
industrial polluter, gather some
information and samples, and
then file a suit which could
bring a fine of not more than
$2,500 nor less than SS00 for
each day of violation, of which
you get half. It could also get
the polluter thrown in jail for
not Jess than 30 days nor
more than 1 year, which is
unlikely but qice to think
about.
·
Use of the 1899 Refuse Act
and the Qui Tam concept have
been stronaly advocated
recently by the House
Subcommittee on Conservation
and Natunl Rnources, led by

its chairman, Rep. Henry Reuss including yourself, who saw or
Actllally, the 1899 Refu se
(D-Wisc.). Reuss himself has knows about the discharges and Act contains a provision that
filed Qui Tam actions against could testify about them if suits against violators should be
four polluting companies in necessary;
filed by the government, and
Milwaukee.
a statement that the the U.S . attorneys are also
The Subcommittee has just discharge is not authorized by authorized to seek injunctions
completed a report, "'Qui Tam Corps permit, or, if a permit to stop pollution of navigable
Actions and the 1899 Refu\e was granted, state facts showing waterways and to force the
Act: Citizen Lawsuits Against that the aUeged violator is no t vioJators to cJean up, . at their
Polluters of the Nation 's complying with any condition own expense.
Water.w ays," which will be of the permit;
However, rece'nt actions by
released within two weeks and
if the waterway into which the Nixon Administration,
will be available from the U. the discharge occurred is not through the Justice Department,
S. Government Printing Office, commonly kno,wn as navigable, have led many environmentalists
Washington D.C. 20402 for 15 or as a tributary to a navigable to question the likelihood that
cents. It tells you exactly how waterway, state facts to show U.S. Attorneys will fulfill their
'to go about collecting ev'idence, such status;
legal obligations under the
filing suit , and cites impressive
where . possible, photoarai,hs 1899 Jaw . This doubt bas led
legal precedent to help you
, win your case.
Besides the Reuss suits, two
other Qui Tam actions have
been filed recently, one by a
Seattle attorney and the other
by an organization of bass
fishermen in Alabama . Many
environmentalists are . hoping a
lot more suits Will be filed this
fall .
"This is a beautiful project
for co ll ege students a n'd
ecology groups," asserts Clem
Dinsmore , legal assistant of the
Conservation and Natural
Resources Subcommittee, · who
helped research and prepare the
report. "It's a great way to go
after polluters."
'
Dinsmore recommends that . How many potential defendants can you spot in thiJ charming
student groups combine the
picture of the Buffalo skyline?
talent s of law schools and shouJd be taken, and samples to emphasis on Qui Tam. .
biology departments to keep of the pollutant or foreign
In July , the Ju s tice
legal fees at a minimum and substance collected in a clean Department issued a fascinating
quality of evidence at a jar which is then sealed 1~ These' memo!~ndl:'m called "Guidlines
maximum.
should be labeled with for L1t1gat1on Under the Refuse
Basically , once you find a information showing who took Act" and seqt it out to all
polluter to attack, y.ou should the photograph or sample, U.S. Attorneys.
.
.
prepare a detailed statement, where, and when, and how ;
The P rosecutton p o li cy
sw·orn to before a notary and who retained custody of sta t e ment encouraged U .S .
the film jar.
Attorneys to use the 1899 law
public, setting forth:
the nature of the refuse
This will be your basic .. to punish or prevent
amunition in the suit and significant discharges, which are
material discharged ;
the source and method of should be filed in a lJ. S. either accidental or infrequent,
district couz:t which apparently . but which are not of a
. discharge;
the location, name and have exclusi~e jurisdiction to continuing nature re.rulling from
address of the person or hear and decide such suits. The the ordinary operation! of a
persons causing or contributing Supn:me Court has upheld Qui manufacturing plant."
Tam suits in the past on the
The Justice Department,
to the discharge;
each ,date on which the basis that the citizen-informer while ac.knowledgina ,that
bu a financial interest in the industrial poHution p<»ed .. the
discharge occumd;
the names and addresses of fme and therefore can sue to · greatest threat to the
enVironment," claimed that the
all persons k,nown to you, collect it.

Nixon Administration was
already hard at work to stop
larg e m anuf act urer s fr om
polluting. The Federal Water
Quality Administration ; Justice
insisted, has set up " programs,
policies a nd procedures" to
which "we shall defer with
respect to the brinsins of
actions under the Refuse Act."
Assistant Attorney General
Shiro Kashiwa of the Ju stice
Department's Land and Natural
Resources Division has stated
th a t "we can see no
justification for allowing court
actions by individuals."
In short, it seemed to some
environmentalists that th e
Nixon Administration , despite
its strong rhetoric, was hedging
in favor of big .business and
1
industrial interests.
Reaction from many sides
was immediate and scathing:
Stewart Udall , former
Secretary of the Interior, said ,
"E nvi orn mentalists who fear
that the Nixon Administration's
anti•pollution drive may be,Jialf
rhetoric, half promises and half
politics have found a strange
new al ly . The Ju s tice
Department is trying t o prove
they are right ."
The Conservation
Foundation, a respected
national group, stated, "Our
basic difficu lty . . . is with the
underlying poli cy of the
(Justice D e partment 's)
Guidelines .. . The policy you
articulate disregards the theory
behind the Federal Wat er
Pollution· Control Act ; federal
leverage is required to force
states to estab l ish and
implement water quality
standards."
And Henry Reuss, Wisconsin
Congressman, complained that
the Justice Department's
" limited enforcement" dootrine
favors the polluter over the
public's interest in preventing
the pollution of our
waterways."
In a speech to the House"
Reuss charged .. total
abdication" by Justice of its
"statutory duty" to enforce the
Continued on pqe 6
0
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L EGAl EducATioN Of MiNoRhiEs
PART ONE
By William C. Lobbins

It has been said that ..the need
for the Negro lawyer is ap parent
and urgent."
There must be more Negro
lawye rs if the Negro is to
have e nlightened , effective
and responsible leadership
during these difficult and
turbulent days as the Negro
st ruggles to attain his full

stature as a first-class ci tizen
of o ur cou ntry. There must

be more Negro lawyers if the
Negro is to be protected
aga in st th e abuse and
exploitation of eve ryday life.

The Report o f the National
Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (also known as the
Kerner Co mmi ssion Report)
noted " ghetto residents have need
o f effec tive advocacy of their
interests and concern s in a variety
o f ot her co ntext s, fr o m
representation before welfare
agencies and o ther inst itutions of
government, to advocacy before
planning boards and commissions
concerned with the formulation
of development plans.''
The Ke rn e r Co mm iss ion
Report a lso established that
non-whites are involved in more
c rime than the non-black segment
of socie ty apd consequently have
mo re need for lega l counsel than
any other portion o f the entire
population.
Misund e r s tandin2 between
white attorneys and the black
community over such matters as
"the necessity of plea-bargaining
in situations where the ghetto
resident 'knows' he is innocent,"
and the absence of an effective
remedy wh en the ghetto resident
has been induced to purchase
useless items by 'high-pressure
salesmen,' which he later discovers
he ha s no use for, has contributed
to a disd ainful attitude by the
minority community . The black
community fee ls white attorneys
are not putting forth their best
efforts in representing the
community 's real interests.
This atti tud e h as been
reinfo rced by years of a lack of
ac tive co ncern fo r the protection
of th e economic and personal
interests of the bl ack community
by th e white legal profession.
The misunderstanding has also
intilled in " young Negroes a
com mon distru st in the prac tice
of law ." Many se e th e law in
term s of white poli ce and white
judgeS using wh it e law aga inst
blacks. In orde r to bu ild fa ith in
the law as a neutra l fo rce that
h andles all people alik e and
pr ovide s ad e quate l egal
rep resen tation for mi norities, this
need mu st.be met.
However, th e task is not easy.
It will require a major effort by
bo th Northern and Southern law
schools alike. One has only to
examine the paucity in numbers
of min o rit y lawyers. The
estimates given fo r the number of
black attorneys range fr orri 2, 000
to S ,000, comprising o nly one to
two percent of all of the nation's
attorneys. Bla ck attorneys
comprise two-tenths of a percent
of th e bl~ck population as
compared to two percent of the
white population of this country .
What this means is that for every
black attorney , there are about
6,000 minority group members.
for every wh ite attorney, ,there
are about 600 no n-minority
relidont■ .( see table on opposite
. pap).
The number o f minority
student■ in law schools has been
exlimated to be 2 , 154 in the

1969-70 academic year. These
students compirse about two to
four percent of the total number
of the nation 's law stud ents.
In the effort to prqvide
eq ual rights and opportunities
for Negro citizens, there are
h eav y responsib ilit ies and
burdens for lawyers to carry.
These can be best met by a
Bar which includes Negro
l awye r s in s ign ifica nt
n embers, for it is th ose
lawye rs who most clearly
understand the problems and
difficulties faced by members
of th e Negro comm unity ,
. The purpose ot this comm ent
is to provide a forum of ideas in
th e format of the intervie w
wherein black professionals having
some expertise and pronounced
views can express themselves on
the subject of legal educatio n of
minorities.
A Di a log u e-Interview with
Charles E. Donegan , Charles W.
Quick, Ruth V. Washingt on , and
Wilbur P. Tramm ell . Prior to his

app ointmen t as Assis tant
Professor of Law at the State
University of New York at
Buffalo School of Law in I 970,
Charles E. Donegan ser11ed as Staff
Attorney of the NAACP Legal
Defense afid Educational Fund
from I 967 to I 969. Charle, W.
Quick, Professor of Law at
University of lllin ois, College of
Law, served as Fulbright, Lecturer,
Ford Foundation, at th e
University College of Tangany ika,
E. Africa from I 963-64. Professor
Quick has had 011er thirty years
tea c hin g expe ri e n ce at
predominantly white law schools.
Prior to her appointment as one
o f a three-member panel as
<..Ommissloner of the Workmen:,
Compensation Board of the State
of New York on January J, J 968,
Ruth V. Washingt on served as an
advisory and litigation Attorney
for the Solicitor General S Office,
U.S. Departm ent of Labor, from
I 954 t o 1957. Before his
appointment as Associate Judge
for the City of Buffalo on

militant or inclined to espouse
. revolutionary means, believe that
no meaningful change can be
obtained through the legal system.
This belief transcends color lines.
In the cour..se of my ow n work as
a Civil Rights lawye r, I have
observed effect ive and forcefu l
change throughout the lega l
system. Most of these changes
were made by lawyers. Therefore,
I believe· that those individuals
operating in the legal process ca n
effect mejlningful social change. I
believe Civil Rights lawyers are
fo rceful and fo rthright , militant
but not revolutionary .
Professor Quick: Jt is true that
many have attacked law yers as
bei ng defenders of the "status
quo" ·with all its inju stiCes and
inequities. It is also true that
many of the younger militants
h ave attacked all Black persons
that have seemed to have attained
even a small measure of success
under the system. It is significant
that during the De troit rio ts of
the sixties, Black businesses were
deliberately set afire by the
arsonists. The seemingl y
purposeless destruction resulted
from an acute frustration with the
system and the belief that there
must be total destruction of the
present econom ic establishment if
some semblance of justice and
equality were to be attained .
Those who attacked the lawyers
did not consider the immediate
results if lawyers w~ abotished.
They had not --planned an
alternative to the existing' order.
Now , however, the cathartic rap
sessions have begun to cease and
many of the same revolutionaries
are examing solutions, plannig
alternatives. They are beginning to
reauze that for an indetermjnate
period , whatever the future ,
technically proficient lawyers are
a necessity.
It is true that lawyers work
within the system but over the
las t 60 years l a wyers and
especially Black lawyers have been
working to change this system to
accord m ore justice and
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William Lobbins meeting with minority Jtudents (left-right) James
Brown, Charles Davis, Ronald Cunningham and Y11onne Lewis.
December 31, 1967, Wilbur P.
Trammell ser11ed as Assistant
Corporation Counsel for th e City
of Buffalo from 1958 to 1959.
Cond u c ting th e
interview-dialogue is William C.
Lobbins, a black second-year UB
law student. The date is
November 4, 1970.

INTRODUCTION
Interviewer : A commentator
noted "young Negroes often view
Negro lawyers as ' Uncle Toms'
trained to perpetuate the status
quo while being po6rly regarded
in addition." Do you feel there is
any justification for thi s
comment?
Profeasor Donegan : I feel the
young, particularly those who are

opportunit ) lo a ll . Many
dedicated Bi n lawyers as well as
their social!~ conscious white
conferees l1 a ve labor e d
unceasingly I
ameliorate the
social and ec 1mic injustices in
the s ystem. I am especially
heartened by uc work of socially
conscious la )'Crs in extending
the bill of rif Its . Moreover, most
of the law s ll ools with which I
have b een c o nne c ted have
adopted the ideal of training
social enginer r rather than legal
mechanics ari these new social
engineers a1 1ritiging about a
"revolution•·
the courts, a·
revolution, I:
in the 30's to
implement t l.
li.!as of justice and
equality.
I can und , ,IJ nd , however, the
initial shock , n<l distrust of the

r e vo lutionaries. After all the
Virginia colonists had, in the
name of liberty , once abolished
the legal profession. The lawyer
d e pends upon precedent and
many lawyers have been the
devoted servants of the rich and
powerful. Some have aided in
devising the techniques and
procedures o f oppressive
government. Many all too often
have been over-concerned with
mak ing a living. For the Black
lawye r making a living had been
difficult and onerous. Only few
h ad m aj o r opportunities for
constructive social action .
We cannot forget, however,
that Black lawyers such as Charles
H o u s t o n , William Has tie ,
Alexander Looby , Andrew
Ransom and Thurgood Marshall
led the fight for economic and
social justice. Judge Trammell of
course, there is some justification
for young Negroes feeling this
way. They feel that they are not
part of the system. Because the
black lawyer has o nly the tools of
the structure within which he
works, he is not alwllys successful
or is not successful to the degree
tliat the black client feels that he
should be. The black client thus
concluded that the lawyer is
supporting that structure. What he
is in fact doing is trying to work
within that structure to bring
some change for the black people.

Lobbins Is a
econd-year student at the State
University of New York at
ffalo School of Law. He Is a
ember of the Buffalo Chapter of
the Black American Law Student
ssociation (BALSA) and served
s the organization 's President
uring the 1969~70 school year.

concern is indicated by the fact
that the University of Mississippi
in 1969-70 had twen.ty-three
Black law students.
The Need For More Black
Indeed 8 substantial number of
Lawyers
schools h_ave cooperated in the
Couricil of Legal Educational
Interviewer: One commentator Opportunity (CLEO) program .
has said that "\iteraUy thousand s These among others have combed
of blacks must be graduated from Black college campuses for
law schools before proportionate students interested in making law
repre se ntation in the legal a career. Thus few, if any , such
profession can be approached."
campuses have not been visited by
Are the law schools of the
representatives from national as
country presently prepared to
well as state l a w schools.
meet the challenges of getting
Moreover, I know o r no successful
more Negroes into their doors
CLEO student that has not been
with a detennination to prepare
ab le to matriculate at some
them for the study and practice of
accredited law school. Most
law?
Profeasor Donegan: I heartily northern law schools, like Illinois,
agree with the statement that the have for several years provided
law schools must tum out literally ..E qu al Opp o rtunity
thousaand s of black law school Scholarsh i ps" to supplement
graduates to meet the need fat° tuition waivers for Black 'law
more black lawyers . Moreover, I · students. In addition, the Legal
emphatically feel that the law Defense Fund of the National
schools must be prepared to mee t Association for the Advancement
this challenge. Realistically , I of Co lored People (NAACP)
kno w presently that they are not. administers the Lehman fund
Statistics show that about one which provides substantial grants
p ercent of the law school's to southern Blacks wishing to
population and the nation's legal attend southern law schools.
This has been a revolutionary ,
profession is comprised o f blacks.
This deficiency mu st be rectified. if recent , turnabout· in legal
educa
tion , but I think I ca n safely
The State University of New York
at Buffalo School of Law has say that qu alified Blacks arc now
mad e a start in its own efforts to seldom barred from attending the'
rectify the situation. The school major law schools by reason of
has increased the numb er of lack of economic resources. Let
min ority freshmen law students me emphasize that th ough this is a
from 9 in I 969 to 37 in 1970. I r ecent development for most
· wish others would follow U.B.'s schools, in the fifties, Chicago,
lead. Nevertheless, at this time , YaJe1 Columbia, Harvard , and
there is a woeful inadequacy in New York University had special
our nation 's law schools as far as programs. It is true nonetheless
meeting the needs for black that many law schools have
i!_ladequately funded programs if a
lawyers.
Professor Quick: Until recently mass legal education progra m is to
few non ~Neg ro law schools be attained.
The funding program in many
showed anY major interest in the
training of Black lawyers. This•is schools must be continued and
In all but the richest,
expanded.
no longer true! Every major law
school: has during the last five funds are beginning to tighten up
years inqugurated a program for - even CLEO is on shaky
recrui~ing Black law students. The financial grounds. Renewed
list includes such educational activity is needed in finding new
giants as Harvard, Columbia, Yale, •sources for funds as well as to
Michiun. Chicaao. Illinois, New encourage continuation of present
York University , Stanford, UCLA .help.
and even. such prestigious Mn. Washington: I feel that there
southern private schools as Duke need no~ nec e ssarily be
and Miami. Even , southern state proportionate representation, if
schools have niade special effor,ts you're speaking of the number of
to attract <Negro applicants, A Negro lawyers as compared to the
measure of present interest and number of Negroes living in the

1
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community in which they
practice. I have found in many
instances that Negro lawyen do
not have Negro client■. Negro
clients will go to the white lawyer.
This la a very sad lhin1. We should
have more Negro la,wyen jn big
businesses. We should have more
Negro lawyers as house counsels
for the various coreorations. If
that is what the statement means
by proportionate representation
of Negro lawyers, then I'm for it;
but if it means proportionate
representation in terms of clients,
then this does not necessarily
mean that you should have one

Negro lawyer for every fi{ty
persons in the Negro community.

Judge Trammell : I am most
familiar with the State University
of New York at BuffaJo School of
Law. I understand the school has
been multiplying its efforts in
recent years to increase the
number . of black students. The
problem seems to one of numbers.
In the City of Buffalo, which has
a population of about 500,000
persons, there are ten black
practicing attorneys of which four
are University of Buffalo
graduates. This is due to the
failure of the nation's law schools

to e11roll mo~ black studentJ.
Moreover, this failure has gjvon
rise to a paucity' ot biack clerks,
probation office.rs and
investigatory officials, greatly)
affecting the entire la'W
enforcement area.

The Black Law Student Needs
Grants Not More Loam
Interviewer: What factors impede
recruitment of black students?
What method or methods would
you favor to get more Blacks into
law schools?
Profeasor Donegan: Obtaining a
legal education is so expensive
that it is almost prohibitive as far
a:; black law students are
co ncerned. This is the chief
problem . Blacks, moreover, due to
racism and segregation in the
entire educational process, have
.frequently not been adequately
prepared to succeed in law school
which is designed primarily for
students of white middle class
backgrounds. Black lawyers have
been frozen out 0£1 the economic
.mainstream or our society for
years. For example, black lawyers
have had considerable dirri culty
getting jobs from prestigious large

white firma. And, when engaged should begin with their own a market for their 1ervice1 once
in private practice, they have been campus. Contact state and local · they have completed law school.
met with clientele who for the bar associations - Black
most part have not been able to organizations; Conference of
pay adequate attorney 's fees. This Black Lawyers, National Bar Judge Trammell : lncn,asin1 the
has not enabled them to enjoy a Assoc:iation; check with CLEO ; number or black students involves
•moderately, co mfortable include Black colleges on their problems of space cost, student
livelihood. Moreover, the black · recruitment visits.
cost, and personal maintenance
In p tanning, a Black law and supplies. To assist th~ black
practitioner has not enjoyed the
same status as his white · p roressor would be or .student, I would suggest direct
counterpart. These obstacles must immeasurable assistance. This grants. If we look upon shortage
be overcome if we are to would seem to be obvious. While of black lawyers as a failure or
commence or seriously consider a not absolutely necessary it would legal education in the past and
significant drive to recruit more seem to be obvio us . While not understand it as a temporary
absolutely necessa.ry it would emergency situation , emergency
blacks.
Professor Quick : Those see m to be a first order of steps can be taken much as we did
johnny-come-latelys that are just business. To the prospective Black in World War 11 to subsidize
getting into the act must realize law student it would seem some specialized training . Th e
that they must provide more than . measure or sincerity .
individual grant-in-aid method is
minimum monetary assistance. Mn. Washington : If this question just such an effective emerge ncy
The Black law student has been suggests that law sc ho o l remedy . Successful black lawyers
economically deprived. His major qualifications should be lowered should assist minority students In
need is financial . By the time he in order to graduate more Negro law sc h oo ls through out the
has graduated from college he-h as students, then I am certainly not nati on. Through their
mortgaged his future by loans. He in favor or this. or course, i£ the contribution they can fulfill their
needs not more loans but grants!! standard s are lowered merely for own perso nal destinies. 1 would
He also needs, or course, an admission and Negro students are hope that such efforts would see
atmosphere in which he £eels given tutorial and remedial the creation of a fun4 to assist
welcome. ( (Parenthetically it may advantages to enable them to minority students. Criteria can be
help if he sees some Black attain the level or the qualified made to rest on factors of needs
White students, I am in acccord . or merit or a combination of
professo rs on campus).)
It goes without saying that the In concert with efforts to increase both. However, there is no pat
law schools must publicize their the numb er or Negro students, solution to a problem which has
desire for Black students. They they must be assured that there is been with us for so long.

The figure of 6,000 is arrived at by dividing the esti.mated number
of black attorneys (ca . 4000) by the latest 1970 U.S. census
projections of the Black Population (ca. 24,000,000). These fiaun:s
were obtained per telephone conversations of this writer and
governmental personnel in the U.S. Dep't or Interior at Washington ,
D.C. on October 20, 1970. One should utilize the above estimates
when eXamining the National Bar Association (NBA), Judicial
Committee R'e port prepared by, Edward B. Toles, Referee in
Bankruptcy in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District or
Illinois and Chairman of the NBA Judiciary Committee which follows:
The following comparative chart records the number of black
judges and lawyers in all SO states and the District of Columbia
for the period 1960-70. Population fi1un:s are based on the 1960
census; lawyer figures are from the Journal or American
Judicature Society, Vol . .49, No. 9, page 192,' February, 1966.
The statistics as. to the number of black judges and lawyers were
obtained by questionnaire survey from the Governors or the SO
states and from individual· inquiries from the National Bar

Association members at the 45th annual Meeting of the
Association in New York , July 21-25, 1970.
According to the 1960 United States Census, there were
employed as black lawyers and judges in that year, 2004 black
males and 176 black females, a total of 2,180 black lawyers.
There are probably more than 4,000 black lawyers, but the
nature of the legal piofession among blacks is such that
considerable numben or blacks may be qualified to practice law
but be employed and classified in other occupational categories;
presidents of black banks, newspapers, insurance companies,
colleges, law school instructors, teacher and government
officials, who are lawyers, are listed in census reports in their
respective businesses rather than as lawyers.
, According to the American Bar Foundation there are more than
317,000 attorneys in the United States. The National Observer,
December I , 1969, at 26, Col. l. The total U.S. population, according
to ·the 1970 census projection, is expected to be ca. 205,600,000.

JUDICIAL COMMITTEE REPORT JULY 24, 1970 - BLACK
LAWYERS AND JUDGES, IN THE UNITED STATES ACCORDING
TO U.S. CENSUS 1960 POPULATION, AND AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION CENSUS OF U.S. LAWYERS POPULATION.

State

'

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Haw aii
Id aho
Illinois
Indiana
Iow a
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

State
Pop.
3,266,740
226,167
1,302, 16 1
1,786,272
15 ,717 ,204
1,753 ,9 47
2,535 ,234
446,292
4,951,560
3 ,943,1 16
632 ,772
667 ,19 1
10,081 ,158
4,662,498
2,757,537
2, 178 ,6 11
3,038, 156
3,257,022
969,255,
3,100,689
5,148,578
7,823,194
3,413,864
2,178,141
4,319,813
6,7-4,767

Black
Pop.
980 ,271
6,771
43,403
388 ,787
883,861
39 ,902
107 ,449
69,688
880 ,186
I , 122,596
4,943
1,5 02
1,037 ,470
269,275
25 ,354
91 ,445
215 ,949
1,038 ,207
3,318
5 18,41 0
111,842
7 17 ,S8 I
22 ,263
915 ,743
390,853
1,467

No.of No. of
No. of
Black Black
Lawyers Lawyers Judges
2,7 12
198
1,693
1,789
22,798
3,635
4 ,002
5 14
7 ,801
4 ,824
482
683
19,045
4 ,757
3,596
3,0 13
3 ,353
4 ,217
990
S,301
10 ,443
9 ,464
4 ,787
2,201
7 ,501
1,03 I

24
I
2
10
373
10
26
3
60
30
I
I
667
56
15
30
22
27
0
32
50
250
14
23
64
I

I
0
I
0
15
2
3
I
2
3
0
0
26
2
2
2
4
2
0
5
3
15
I
0
6
0

State

1,411,330
Nebra ska
285,278
Nevada
. 606,92 1
New Hampshire
6,066,782
New Jersey
95 1,023
New Mex ic,
16 ,782 ,304
New York
4,556, 155
North Carolin a
632,446
North Dakoi.,
9,709 ,397
Ohio
2,328
,284
Oklahoma
1,768 ,687
Oregon
11 ,319,366
Pennsy lvania
859,488
Rhode Island
2,382,594
South Carolina
680,5 14
South Dakota
3,567,089
Tennessee
9,579,677
Texas
890,627
Utah
389,881
Vermont
3,966 ,949
Virginia
2,853,2 14
Washington
1,860,421
West Virginia
3,9S 1,777
Wisco nsin
330,066
Wyoming
763,956
Dist. or Columbia
179
,323, 175
United States

Black
Pop.

No. of
Black
No.of
Lawyers Lawyers

5
2,358
29,262
4
441
13 ,484
I
647
1,903
65
9,460
5 14 ,875
0
980
17 ,063
650
1,417 ,511 -50,204
70
3,637
1,11 6 ,02 1
742
0
777
416
15 ,535
786 ,097
16
4,829
153,084
7
2 ,657
18, 133
141
12 ,319
852 ,750
2
1,070
18 ,332
II
1,896
829,29 1
0
760
1,114
35
4,25 1
586 ,876
95
14,022
1,187,125
I
1,151
4,148
0
496
519
4 ,7S8
103
8 16 ,258
3,907
20
48,738
8
1,809
89,378
18
6,231
74 ,546
497
I
2,183
503
12,693
411 ,737
18 ,87 1,831 288 ,336 3,845

. • . . . 19

U.S. Courts
Tots! U.S. Black
Judaes . . ..
Total U.S. Black
Lawyers . .

State
Pop.

.

. . . . . . .... . .. . . . ..... . ....
••••••· ••· ·

. , .. • • . . . . . 2 14
. , . . .. . , . . . . .. 3,845

Cited from 116 Cong. Rec. E 7996 (daily ed . Sept. 2, 1970).
I 506 black attorneys were practicing in the eleven southern states that seceded from the
In .19 68 B~~?icin this down even further, one finds that certain southern states re_veal even more
Union. .
There is one black attorney for every 41,700 black people an Alabama and
1 t~tics
~~;~:t:eg,:t~r:,ey f~~ ·every 670 whites, in~eed, these cunent statistics demonstrate little dir£erence
from statistics or twenty five years ago. Accord, Comme~t, supra note S at 640.

No. of
Black
Judges
0
I
I
9
0
36
2

0
18
2
I

14
0
I
0
3
2
0
0
3
3
I
0
0
6
195
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Course Comment

Women And The Law
by Professor KeMeth Davidson

In all courses, I hope that all
members of the class (including
myself) will be stimulated to
thought beyond what is contained
in the materials. This is especially
true in social legislation coUrses
such as Women and the Law . To
be sure there is much material to
learn - the laws that discriminate
against women, the laws that
disc riminate in favor Of women
and th e laws that protec t women
again st discrimination; but if the
student s or the course were to
stop there it wou ld be of little

'"knowledge" of constitutional
law is not enough. Understanding
of the process or how to use
co n stitutional theory is the
prerequisite for formulating
arguments . If the problem
concerns agency fun ctions, the
procedure must b e well
understood before it can be
shown that the substantive law
n eeds t o be changed, the
procedure shou ld be changed or
the agency give n more money.
Like my course in Social
Legislation , the subjec t matter..of
valu e.
Women a nd the La w is
The basis o f a course on the determined by the nature o f the
lega l status of women, rather th3.n problem . History, economics,
a course on the operation of the socio l ogy , c rimin al la w,
Eq ual Emp loyment Opportunity co n s titutional law , contrac ts,
Com missio n, is an assertion that administrative law and procedure
current law does not operate so as · are the tools. In judging the
to afford women right s to which constitutionality of an abortion
they are e ntitled . Such an statute it is relevant to some
asse rtio n is of course a highly courts th at th e law in question
subj ective statement as to what was passed at a tim e whe n the
those righ ts should be and a part dangers of death by infectfon
of the course must be an from abortion were grea ter tha n
examin ation of rights and grounds the dangers of childbirth. In
fo r rights. The asse rtion is also a proposing amendment s to the
somewha t Jess subjective claim , Unemployment Insu ran ce System ,
that is, it is a claim that the legal so as to include women . on
system has certain impera tives ma ternity leave, it is important to
concerning rights and these know who pays for the in surance
impera tives are ign ored in the a nd h ow th e p ay ment is
co mputed .
treatm ~nt of wome n.
The essence of the course then
Integrating contextual material
co n cer ns change, but before with legal problem s o ft en doe s
change can be proposed· three not resolve the issues, but usually
things must be dete rmined: what helps to narrow them . When
i s wr o ng, what are th e p eo pl e s t ar t with different
altern atives, and what is de si rable . prejudice the introduction of data
It is not only necessary to know can only show the fight is over
how laws discriminate again st value judge ments. On the other
women, but to find out the hand when people have similar
justifications for the particular values such data may provide
treatm ent to de termine if such resolutions to conflicts. A lawyer
justification was or is still in his various roles is required to
relevant . If an attack js based o n do both narro wiOg and resolving
c on s tituti o nal rights, of issues .

Alumni Boost Moot Court
At th e Law A lumni
Association Exec utive
Committee luncheon held on
Friday , February 19, th e
Executive Committee approved
fin ancial support for the Moot.
Court Pr og ram up t o a
maximum o f $500 o n the
co nd itio n that their
contribution would be matched
by the University or the Law
School from budget or private
fund s. Th e reaso n for the
mat ching grant was a concern
that fund s hitherto provided
would · n o longer be mad e
availab le or reduced by the

Pollution
1899

ac t.
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"T he

Attorney

General.'' Reuss said, .. whose
sworn duty is to enforce law
and order, is a scoff law where
water pollution is concerned ."
And in a statement that
turned one of the Nixon
Administration 's favorite tactics
· back on itse lf, Reuss declared :
..The Justice Department is
quite willing to enforce the law
against the occasional polluter,
but not asainst the big
corporate polluters who
continuously violate our
pollution laws. It is this type
of ra11ed enforcement that
breed, contempt and disrespect
for the Jaw."
Reu ■ and tho Subcommittee
.. bolds have alJO been active
in forcin1 the Corps of

Statement 0£ The Concerned
Law Students For Peace
Since its inception in the
days following the U .S .
inva s ion of Cambodia,
Concerned Law Students for
Peace (CLSP) has continued to
grow both numerically and in
th e sc ope of its concern.
In c re as ingly , the organization
ha s been approached by
individual s a nd groups to
provide assista n ce in legal
problem s. The co mmon
. denominator in these requests
for assistance is · an attempt to
make the legal sys tem work for
those in our society whom it
now seems to work against , for
th e' po or, political activists,
migrant work e r s, prisoners,
mental inpatients, ho mosexual s,
st ud e nt s, and others less
f avo r e d by soc ie t y. Any
freshman law st ud e n t can
discern quic kly how the law
favo rs certa.in classes o f our
society.
Wha t can one man do is a
fav o rit e questi on of persons
co n cer n e d a bout th ese
problems. If you rea lly want to
do something, the opportunity

is available. CLSP has more
requests for assistance than it
can handle. 'Most involve only
a small commitment of time
and effort in return for an
educational experience coupled
with the satisfaction of
knowing that you are doing
something worthwhile.
The next meeting of CLSP
is open to all those who want

to help. To accommodite the
expanding role of the
organizatio n , CLSP recently ,
held . a reorganization meeting ,

Bob Wall, Sally Mendola, and
Brian York were chosen as
temporary chairmen and
chairwoman. They will direct
the activities of the
organization until election of
permanent officen in April.

Lively Discuaion at a recent meeting of the Concerned Law
Students.

Legal Observers Are Alive And Well
There were many projects initiated at this city councilmen, and numerou s members of the
school last May to help end war and repression. practicing bar.
However, few have survived the test of time.
This semester the Observers corp will be
Legal Observers is one project that not only active again during the many projected activities
exists, but thrives due in large part to the of various groups throughout the city. In light
of the success of the program , and the
support of the Freshman class.
As most re.-ders may recall during the Fall projected expansion in the near future the Legal
Semeste r , th e Observers were organized to Observers request thai any student who is
pr'o vide competent trained Obse rvers of any interested in participating in the program contact
public event. The Observers Cofp was financed Dick Rosche in person or by placing a note in
and since its initial assignment, Observers have · tethe Concerned Law Student mainbox in
been represented at over 25 separate events' the Shirley's office.
Those veterans who have participated in the
most significant being the arrest of one
Observer. Since that time, the Observers have program, please check the Legal O~servers roster
become a functioning public service organization in Shirley's possession to correct any mistakes
with the active support of a county judge, two or changes of add.ress.

~----------~

amount of the Alumni support.
Unlike the Law Review which
has a place in the budget,
Moot Court does not have a
BUFFALO, N .Y . - Dr. Thomas Buergenthal, professor of
place in the budge t. In the international law at the State University at Buffalo School of
past , monies came from the . Law, has been named rapporteur (research co-ordinator) of a
S . 8 .A . a nd· th e University permanent study panel on international human rights of the
Sub-board which suppo rted the American Society of International Law.
Regional, Niaga·ra, International
The panel, which will co nsist of 15 - 20 of America 's
and the Desmond Competition s. leading academic , professional and governmental experts in the
Mr. Philip J. O'S hea, President area of international human rights, will study the institutions and
of the Law Aluinni Association, techniques which now exist for the protection of human rights
ind icated he hoped this grant on a n int ernational level and make recommendations for
would be of help to the Moot improvements.
Court Program and help foster
The panel is o ne of a number -which the Society has set up
greater communication betwee n to look into varied problems of intern ational law. The work of
alumni and students.
the panels is ,supported by fund s from the Ford Foundation and
other organizations.
According to Profe sso r Buergenthal, concern for the
protec tion of human rights on an international level grew out of
the World War JI experience. FolloWing the War various
organizations were set up which the panel will examine, such as
Cont inued from page 3 those in the United Nations, the Organization of American States
and the Cou ncil of Europe. He said that the panel will look
Engineers to revise it s into ways for insuring the protection of individual's rights in
regulations concerning issuance different countries, and cited the recent persecution of Russian
of permits. Perhaps suprisingly writers by the government as an example of the kind of c~s
to some, the Corps has shown which should be appealable to international organizations.
great improvement in the past
Dr. Buergenthal, who spent four years in various Gennan ·
few months, at least on paper. concentration camps including Auschwitz and Sachsenhausen, has
And Reu ss seems confident written extensively on international human rights and · •is
that they will vigorous ly considered one of the leading American authorities on the
enforce their new standards.
subject.
He is a member of the Board of Editors · of three
The basic problem in the international law journals: The American Journal of Comparative
entire area of waterpollution Law; a Belgian Journal on European Law; and a French Journal
1
•
law enforcement and prevention on Human Rights.
He is a member of the Committee on Intemational Aspects
seems to be the· underlying
of
Individual
Rights
and
Responsibilities
of
the
American
Bu
difference of opinion -Oetween
the Nixon Administration and Association (ABA) which has been responsible for urging the
environmental actiVists ABA to support American ratification of the Genocide
concerning individual citizen Convention. The Geiiocide Convention, which has been refened
involvement. Activists want to to the U.S. Senate by PresJdent . Nixon, is an international
increase it; the Administration a,reement that makes aenocide, whether commjtted in peace
time or in time of war, an · international crime. The United
tries to decrease it.
States ii one of the few countries that bu not u yet ntified

Buergenthal Named lo Panel

this treaty .

Ophtion
Expands
With this issue Th e Opinion has
reached two of its major goals for
this academic year. The first was
to be able to expand into an eight
page paper in order to more
adequately se?Ve the law scho·ol
community. The second was to
increase the circulation of the
paper in order to make it more
ffective and communicative
within the national legal
community.
We hope the delay in bringing
out this, the first paper of the
second semester, was justified in
the increased quality of The

Opinion . We hope to be able t
ublish three more eight pag
ditions before the end of th
cademic year.

One of the greatest delights ·
orking on the paper is th
·ncreased communication wi
ther law schools and with th
umni. This month our tota
irculation will be ,ove
twenty-ope hundred , of whic
ver sixteen hundred will be t
lumni, other universities
colleges, and law schools, and
membt:rs of the legal community.
By the 'end of the year this will
have increased to about
I•
twenty-five hundred .
Thank y.ou for Your support
and interest.
•• J
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Alumni Association
Hosts Dinner
On Thursday, Febi-uary 11,
1971, the State University of
Buffalo School of Law and
Jurisprudence Alumni
Association held their annual
dinner at the Statler-Hilton.
The dinner was attended by
past alumni, law professors,
January graduates, and present
students who saw Philip
O'Shea, Association President,
present distinguished alumnus
citations to Judge John D.
Henderson, Roland E. Logel
Jr., and William A. Flynn Jr. ~
William D. Hawkland,
recently retired Dean and
Provost of the State University

news Briefs
'-

of Buffalo School• of Law and
Jurisprudence , spoke at the
dinner after receiving a special
citation. Dean Hawkland
stressed that the goals of legal
education should be to solve
problems rather than ide11s of
the moment which appear
.. relevant."

and curriculum at the law
school. Urging "the new breed"
of lawyer to give attention to
problem solving, he said, "If·
our lawyers can't solve the
great soda) problems that press
us, I don't think they can get
solved."

Dean Hawkland's successor
Dr. Richard D. Schwartz, als~
spoke to the guests. After
paying tribute to his
predecessor, the new Dean
invited all lawyers in the
community to contribute ideas
ai;id comments about programs

Dr. Schwartz presented
diplomas to eight graduates
who completed their degree
req,uirements last month. They
wer e: · Mr. O'Shea Jr., Julio
Garcia, Eric Kerness, Harvey
Aussman, Irwin Sandler, William
Neff, Joseph Hodan, and Peter
Gilfillan.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
There will be available in the library a folder entitled International
Legal Studies Programs which will contain information about foreign
summer school law programs for 1971 . Anyone interested may look at
this folder to obtain further information about such programs and
institutes, as well .is possible grants or scholarships. It is most
important that anyone who decides to take part in a program for
credit secure approval from Dean Angus or Professor Del Cotto.
The folder contains information on the following programs :
I. Live and Learn Law in England, Notre Dame Law School
Summer Law Program in American and English Law on the campus of
Brunel University at Uxbridge in the suberbs of London.
2. Summer School of Law in England on the campus of the
University of Exeter, ThE; College of William & Mary in Virginia .
3. University of Houston Summer School of Law in Mexico at the
School of Law of The University of Morelos in Cuernavaca , Mor.,
Mexico.
4. Study and Travel in Africa 1971 , The American Forum for
International Study.
5. International lns,t itute of Human Rights, Strasbourg - Topic:
Racial Discrimination and Human Rights (see Prof. Buergenthal).
6. The Hague Academy of International Law.
7. Institute of World Affairs, Inc. (see Miss Girth).

STUDY LAW IN ISRAEL
The American University School of Law will repeat its
successful summer program in Israel in. late July and August ,
1971 . The program is open to advanced law students, members
of the bar, and interested graduate students.
The
total · cost
of
$990.00
includes:
round
trip
transportation New York - Tel Aviv , four hours of tuition (an
additional two hours may be arranged) , transferable to U.S.
universities, lodging and m~als , plus visits with the judicial;
legislative and administrative tribunals, and several sight-seeing
trips. Time for free travel will be available.
The courses "C urrent Issues in International Law" and
"Comparative Law of the Middle East" will be taught by a
distinguished faculty from America, Israel and Europe.
A deposit of $50.00, applied against the total cost will
reserve a .place. Send the deposit or write for further
information to:

Drawing and Display·otz pollution created by librarian Ja; Thompson. It ii located on 'the third floor
of the library on Eagle Street.

Director
Law and Policy Institute Abroad
.The American University Law SchooJ
Washington, D.C. 20016
Continued on page 8

Notes Fron, ElseUJhere

by Mike Montgomery

Osgoode Hall, 'York University, Ontario

Obiter Dicta

Anachronism and Reaction
The situation of the Canadian law student is rather
different from ·that of his American counterpart. Both sets
of. putative barristers suffer from an overabundance of
their competing fellows and from a relative diminuation in
available positiohs upon graduation. North of the border,
however, the Legal Establishment conjured up long ago a
SY,stem for Plaguing fledgling lawyers which , like the poor,
Spiro Agnew and Pierre Trudeau, is still with us despite its
anachroniety . Once• he leaves Eagle Street, the U.B.
graduate has "only " to paSS the Bar. Exam and explain his
traffic tickets to the Professional Ethics Committee in
order to gain entry to the only Bar he ever had difficulty
in entering. When our opposite numbers leave Osgood,
they must enter an apprentice program called "articling"
with a law firm for one year', at poor wages; thereafter take
a Bar Admissions course for one year, offered only in
Toronto; thereafter take the Bar Admissions Exam
administered only in Toronto. Not only does this system
prolong the gestation period for Canadian lawyers , it
prevents many aspirants froin reaching their goal - simply
because there are not enough articling positions open in
Ontario (specifically in Toronto, for obvious practical
reasons) to acc0modate the demand. This situation is
aggravated by a growing tendency among Ontario law
firms to fill positions previously allocated to apprentices
with clerically trained office workers who tend to be more
accurate and stay longer than the law graduate. They also
have better legs.
All of which has lead to a possib le solution being
implemented at Osgoode, as reported in the Obiter Dicta ,
an intqfd'.isiplinary rather than strictly professional
approach to the , study qf law. This Toronto area law
school's program fqr expanding its curriculum allows
students, at their option, to pursue a wide range of courses
at the University on the graduate level, completion of
which constitutes credit towards graduation. sm·ce the
Ontario BU feQuirementa are such that the field of
available leg.al P,otitiona 1eems to· be diminishing, the
inno!ative proar,_a!.!,1, with its opportunity to obtain a more

varied background than is usual, may help in preparing law
students for legal-type jobs in business and in government.

Crystal Beach or Niagara on the Lake, remember George
Ill and get worried.

Remember George III ?
Remember George 111 and
the
American
Revolution? Remember the writs of assistance, those
obnoxious missives endowing blanket Powers of search and
seizure upon whomever bore them , against whoever they
please? Wouldn't Mike Amico like to have one? Well, ifhe
was a member of the RCMP he could have one (Nelson
Eddy and Jeannette MacDonald singing '' Rosemarie" in
the background). Most of us should remember Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau's invocation of the War Measures
Act giving him powers of censorship and incommunicado
imprisonment held by no U.S. President since that great
libertarian Abraham Lincoln. It has been assumed by many
in both the U.S. and in Canada that the extraordinary
powers used by Trudeau in the last five months were
unique to ·the WMA and would cease when he allows the
act to elapse (if ever he does, in toto ). Such is not the case,
however. The writs of assistance, give government officials
the permanent right to search without warning anyone and
any place for anything for any cause, or no cause at all at
the holder's discretion. The same writs which enraged Sam
Adams and a few ·other longhair,s e~ou~ to. staie a funky
tea party in Boston (the · Charles ~1ver 1s still .brown) arc
still aroilnd north of Buffalo. •
There are estimated to be 600 - 1,000 of these
handy items with the RCMP (maybe J. Edgar will get the
idea) and they can be used for anythiJlg from ~arcotics
busts to searching your car trunk after the Custon'-s men at
the Peace Bridge have let you through. Dave Walker, a
political scientist formerly with Canada's Ministcf of
Justice, wrote in Obiter Dicta: " . . .law enforcement
agencies are convinced that it is impossible to achieve law
and order without them. It cannot be forcibly argued that
the amount of goods claimed, especially in drug raids,
warrants the destruction of property .and the temporary
suspension of an individual's rights." There is nothing so
pcn.n anently damaging as a "temporary" measure.
0

/:.tb-:::.::t

srhok::•~~ YBe°:..ea~:a:i::!~o
:~r:fk:~;=:,
or hear booted feet outside the door of your cottage in

aeveland State College of Law, Ohio

the Ga11el

Minorities. It is hardly surprising that the U .B. Law
minority students program is not unique. The Ga11el of
Cleveland reports that they too are considering a program
to seek out students from disadvantaged groups who show
a reasonable capability and possibility of succeeding in the
study of law. Not now, though. Mayb.e next year. There
seems to be a bureaucratic problem, with a number of
university committees expressing general comm.ittment
without actual implementation. The Law College's own
committee has one student on a panel ,of five professors.
Tokenism on top of tokenism? Revised admissions
procedures for the program are vague, but the chairman
has definitely rejected the lowering of admissions
standards outright ..
We Remember - But Who? Those of you who can
think past the last tax or contracts ex&m may remember
last spring's disturbances both in Buffalo and throughout
the country . Cleveland may be in the same university
system as Kent State, but it is hard to discern which side
they remember. Big ad on the last page: SUPPORT YOUR .
LOCAL POLICE.

I.SU School of Law, Louisiana

The (l11ilian

Police Rider Porgn,m UB 's Prisoner Release Program
and Legal Aid Clinic are two fine examples of law students
working in the areas of criminal and civil law. LSU has
come up with another possibility.. This is a Police Rider
Program co-sponsored by the Baton Rouse Police and the
SChool of Law. This two semester program will involve
students riding 8 hour shifts with patrolmen in high crime
areas, along with work with plain clothes detectives and
juvenile counaelon.
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Law Captures City Loop Title

J. ALLAN SPENCER'S "FURTIVE FABLES" GEARED
TO THE YOUNG AT HEART AND ALL OTHER DARING,
DASHING, AND DIABOLICAL DO-GOODERS.

by Alan Snyder
Lead by John Chaney. the Law
su rged back from a thirteen point
deficit at halftime to defeat the
Pici's 8S-81 for the Buffalo City
League Championship. Cold in the
first half and down 42-29, the
young lawyers o ut scored their
opponents 28- 13 in the third
quarter to take a lead they never
relinquished.
Chaney
scored
twenty one of his game high
twenty nine points in the second
half as he went 11 of 12 from the
fou l line. Charley Davis, strong on
the boa rd s, chipp ed in with
twenty one and Tony Masiello
threw in fourteen .
In a tough sem i-final game
ea rlier in the week , the Law
0.ampionship lmketbell
JCneellng /left-right), Terry_
nipped the Robe 's 83-81. In a
Conners (Capt.), Mike Norton, Dwayne Griffin, Jerry Solomon ,
game marred by poor officiating,
Richard Clark, Ed Gayles, Standing (left-right), John Spadafora, Steve
Terry Co nners with twenty-two
points led a balanced scoring Larson (Coach), Bruce Norton , A l Snyder, Charles DaJJis, Tom
att ack seeing all five sta rters in Darmele, Lee Ginsberg, John Chaney.
double fi gures. MasieJl o had I 8, Rich Clark , Lee Ginsberg, Alan the team threw his into 'the
Bruce Norton , 17, Cheney , 17 , Snyder, Tom Parmallee, and Jerry shower with his copy of the brand
and Davis, 12. Chaney came off Solomon.
new best-seller " How to Use Your
the bench with four fouls to break
Sports Shorts: Coach of the Timeouts" by Red Aurbach.
an eighteen all deadlock by Year
Rich Clark attributes his
Steve
Larson · (who
scoring .his team's last five points. moonlights by teaching Criminal success in committing personal
Other members of the team ue Procedure we t unasha edl as fou ls to many hou rs of studying
·game movies o f Alan Snyder.
Bruce "Gram ps" Norton, was
outstanding for h.is play on the
. court and under the table. Tom
Parmalee was very impressive in
the quarter finals but ravished on
the bench playing pitch with Jerry
Solomon and tellin~ the ref to
swallow hi s whistle . With the
season
over, Terry Connor's
contract was pi~ked up by Peggy
who was scouting him all season .
The Shysters , composed of many
of the same ball players, is
battling in the playoffs for the

Team -

Charles Davia jumps for the ball and the law ;, on their

way to

the championship.

news Briefs

. Con tinued from page 7

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Graduation requirements of the Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence
for the awarding of the JD degree are the successful completion of 72
credit hours, as established by the Court of Appeals. Where any course
is unsatisfactorily com pleted , including required course, the student
may if he or she wishes repeat that course on an overload (ie. take
more than 5 courses) to wipe out the U.
The professional Program Committee has approved the granting of
I credit hour for a limited research proj ect (3-4 weeks) satisfac torily
completed under the guidance of a cooperating faculty memb er for
studCnts who were enrolled in the 1969-1970 Freshman class.' This
optional offering is designed to enable the present Junior class to take
a total o f 8 1 credit hours so that 3 U's in 3 credit courses will not give
them less than the 72 hour requirement. A written approval mu st be
abstained from the consenting faculty member and delivered to the
·
Dean's office to initiate such a program.
This program for Juniors is the counterpart to that allowing
Freshmen to receive I credit for the successfu l comple tion of the Legal
Bibliography course.
t 1

SOCIAL SCHEDULE FOR SPI(ING

U.B. championship. The team
would like to express their thanks
to the students and faculty who
came to cheer them on, especially
Professor Kenneth Joyce, and
Greg Stamp, whose utterances far
ab.ave the crdwd noise were at
times more interesting than the
action of th e court.

LSAW SCORES
ADMINISTRATION
Law Students Against The
War (LSAW) , a national
coalition of students from over
60 law sc hool s across the
country, recently charged that
the Nixon Administration is
purposely viola ting both the
letter and the spirit of the
Church.Cooper Amendment.
These charges, accompanied
by a petition urging the
adoption of McGovern 's
Vietnam Disengagement Act (all
troop s o ut of Vietnam by
December 31, 1971) and calling
for immediate and open
hearing s. on the rapidly
esca lating war whi c h now
encompasses all of Southeast
Asia, are being distributed in
law schools and universities
throughou t the nation .

The , students are attempting,
t hrough peaceful means, to
persuade the Congress to ,
demand an accounting of the
President's actions.
In a statement released on
January 30th, the LSAW said:
· " We can no longer put our
truSt in a President whose
ac ti ons belie his word s. On
THE ADVOCATE
April 30, 1970, the President
stated that there will be no
Persons wishing to ·o rder the 1971 Advocate may do so by placing unit ed States air or logistic
an order at Shirley's office: It is expected that the yearbook will be support. He also stated that
distributed during the last week of school.
there will be no U.S. advisors
Mark Farre ll, Social Chairman. has announced the foJlowing
schedule of events for the Spring Semester:
Friday , March 26th - SBA "Rock Party" possibly outside.
Friday, April 23rd - SBA Wine , Beer, and Cheese Party at 77
West EagJe Street
Saturday, May 22 nd - SBA " Year End" Picnic

'" Immediate surgery!" cried Percival the Bold (J.D.,M.D.), "that
noxious noise must be made null and void. It's clearly against public
pol icy."
"But, but .. . " stammered Farmer SAM, "can you assure me that
you won't buti;her my beautiful bovine in the process? Its milk has
won a plethora of prizes and has been a boon to my once barren bank
account. Besides that, I kind of like that -vibrating, VERDANT, sound
it makes . . .so soothing and satiating to my senses."
..Ju st as I thought," thought Percival, t'he has become hypnotized
by that noxious noise. I may need the desterous assistance of his
delightful, but DEAF NEICE, JUSTINA."
Appraising the possi ble d anger it might be in, that belligerant
bovine be ll owed one of its most vocal verdant vibrations.
Farmer Sam, now completely captured and enraptured by the
sound of that capricious sow, peered at Pe rcival with a defiant glean in
his eye and exclaimed: "I want to make this perfectly clear. If you
come one step further toward .my beautiful bovine, you'll be in
imminent danger of numerous intentional torts! 11 '
Percival, undaunted but perplexed; decided that it was time to put
forth his potent power of persuasion in an a ttempt tO reason with
fanatically flustered Farmer Sam.
11
That noxious noise is onerous to all the other farm animals."
pl eaded Percival. "Your obsession with that obnox ious noise has
caused you to negligently neglect the other farm a nimals and your
far"m is falling into disaray. The stench from your unkept farm is a
notabl e nui sance to the farmers around you . That noxious noise must
be destroyed! Yo u can keep the cow but that noise must come out
now!''
Unfortunately, (sigh! .. ) Farmer Sam could not be reasoned with
and just as he was about to follow through on his threatened
intention al torts, tiis neice, Ju stinia, who was deaf and unaffected by
the bellowings of the bovine, clamped a pair of furry earmuffs on her
UNCLE who immediately became quite friendly toward Percival,
although verbal communication was somewhat of a problem.
11
That sordid spell has been snapped," shouted Percival, 11 but I fee l
myself surcombing to the influence of that ever constant, ever present,
ever enticing verdant vocalization. We must act fast!"
Sensing that its posi tion of prominence on the farm was
threatened and that F~rmer Sam was now in league with Percival, that alculating cow saw th at its on ly hope was to slip into th e mucky mire
of mud where it -could hide until it could bring Farmer Sain under its
~pell once again .
As th e bovine turned to surreptitiously slip away, Percival (a
plucky lad) collared that ca lcu lating cow and with the additional aid of
Farmer Sam and Justinia managed to muffle its mobility through the
use of a rough rope which was wrapped around the cow's squirmi ng
limbs.
·
Appreciating its predicament, the bound bovine screeched its most
GREENISH squea l attempting to bring Percival ·under its spell.
Although slowed by that sensuous squeal, Percival did what he
knew he had to do.
The small sharp scalpel flashed in the now brighter sun. With
Farmer Sam and Justinia holding that bellowing bovine, Percival
reached deep into the cow's thumping throat to that dark organ from
whence came that sordid squeal.
·
A swish of the blade and the organ was obliterated.
"YoU can remove those earmuffs now," sang Percival, the Bold in
a crisp and clear proclamation of victory.
They untied the now harmless and quiet cow and released it from
its temporary bondage to take up once again its proper place in the
farms fruitful fraternity of fauna.
Percival and Justinia looked at each other with knowing smiles as
they listened together to the sweet sounds of silence.

1

·with Cambodian units. And Administration a nd the
yet, we see a situation vastly military/' it issued a call for
different than that which we • 'urge nt and open Senat~
hearings to audit and make
are told to believe."
In view of what the LSA W public the full extent of
ca ll s .. the bad faith and i\merican involvement in
affrontery exhibited by the Southeast Asia."

The Opinion is now soliciting feature a~ticles of a legal,
social, or political nature . These should be approximately
sixteen to eighteen pages in length, typewritten and double
space d . The Opinion ass\Ulles no responsibility for manuscripts
and will not return them unless accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope . All manuscripts will be acknowledged
within two weeks. Publication, if accepted, may be delayed
until fall. There is no payment. Send manuscripts to:

Editor
The Opinion
77 West Eagle Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

